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ABSTRACT 
We will said a college has success on teach their graduate, if they can absorb by the industrial world and 
useful for the people. Widyatama University through Widyatama Development Program implement Quantum 
Teaching Method on their lesson subject in management accountancy, where the implementation of the 
method has been doing on odd semester 2009/2010. 
 We hope that the lack of graduate can be solve through Quantum Teaching method, according to the 
information of user (industry) that the graduate has still lot of lack on their way of communication and 
adaptation in the Job world, which we said “low of soft skill” 
We implemented on one treatment class, which is used the Quantum method, in the other hand we used the 
conventional way, in the end of semester we made the different test both of class in the way the ability of hard 
skill or soft skill. The result showed that the ability of both of two class did mean the different, so that 
Quantum Teaching method has still not optimal to up-grade the skill of student. While the ability of soft skill 
(problem & communication) between two class has different, in case Quantum Teaching method has optimal 
to up-grade student’s soft skill. 
Introduction 
The Widyatama University which has Widyatama Development program with the study program has planned 
learning model to form graduated profile who has competence that able competed and adapted especially for 
the graduate of accountancy study program. The institution through accountancy study program had 
criticized from user related with graduate quality, where they suggested the graduate not only enrich by hard 
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skill wich very influenced the graduate in adaptation their self with the condition, sure that was very different 
at the time in the class or in their study. 
The activity which related with  solve and up-grade of lecturer workable staff or the graduate. The activity will 
divide into several phases (source: Guidance Teaching Grant Program B.21_up-grading the quality of 
teaching learning) 
1. Model Plan Level 
Model Plan level consist of two level, there are; (1) Learning method development which able to up-
grade the understanding and creativity of student learning. So that they can sharpen the ability of 
hard skill and soft skill student, that include: 
- Information solving : how the practicum and study in class do 
- Internalization : how the structured task / exercised / project do 
- Feed back mechanism : how the comment (questioner) the result of internalization talk about 
give 
- Evaluation :    how the result of evaluation and learning process do  
(2) The level of study material development which more relevant with the competence of graduate, 
include the process score model and the result of study, according to the curriculum that give. 
 
2. Implementation Level (academic year 2009/2010 odd semester) 
Implement the learning method which has planned by class grouping, that was treatment and 
conventional class. The treatment class was class with used learning method which was developing. 
The conventional class was the class   used the traditional method or old learning method (the 
lecturer was explained) 
 
3. Monitoring and Evaluation 
To see the final result of treatment and conventional class by different test, for test is there any 
different hard skill or soft skill treatment with conventional? 
If the final result show that there is not different between treatment and conventional class, in spite 
for soft skill ability or hard skill, so we conclude that the learning method which proposed has not 
capable to developed. 
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Implementation has been done in several lesson subject in the group of accountancy study program. But in 
this written we just talk about the implementation in management accountancy subject lesson. The reason 
why we choose this lesson subject because of (1) this subject has low in graduate level (according to the 
survey in 2009 <20 %) (2) The management accountancy lesson subject give the input for developing 
management accountant profession  competence (sourse: Mulyadi _2001) (3) management accountancy 
lesson subject has related to the other, such as cost accountancy and cost management where both of these 
lesson subject are part of accountancy graduate curriculum. 
The Problems 
1. Is there any different student’s soft skill between treatment and conventional class  
2. Is there any different student’s hard skill between treatment and conventional class 
Literature  
A. Quantum Teaching Model 
Quantum teaching according Bobbi DePorter (2008) which taken from Quantum implementation is 
metaphor the lyric of song, will divide into two part context and content. 
Context are background for lecturer. Context includes: environment, mood, basic, elements, same 
elements that set well, environment atmosphere, basic, presentation and facility. In the content, the 
lecturer will find the skill how say curriculum in anything or strategy that need by student, there are: 
well presentation, dynamic facility, skill of learn for learn and life skill. 
B. The implementation in Learning Quantum Teaching 
Activity of learning with Quantum Teaching concept which use variety of concept such as speech, 
questioner and discussion, demonstration, work group, experiment, and giving task method. 
(according Surachman in Implementation : QT 2001) 
  
The steps which implement in learning method through Quantum Teaching concept. 
1. The power to motivate student by give the explanation about the benefit after they learn 
management accountancy. 
2. To set learning environment, so that the student feel enjoy on their study, by correct setting of 
learning environment can be prevent bored situation. 
3. To create champion manner by giving the praise to them who able answer the question and so 
on. 
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4. Let set free for the style of learning, do not stand in one pattern of learning. 
5. Make a habit to make note, learning will be understood by their own creation, it can be by 
listening, or listening and make note. 
6. Make a habit to read, while listen to the explanation of lecturer also it can be add the knowledge 
by reading so that increase the powering of remember. 
7. Make student more creative, creative student are student who always want know more, like to 
make experiment, like to play. 
8. To train student memory, need training for getting the good memory. 
 
C. Hard Skill Ability 
Hard skill is ability to identify, top process, and interpreted the case in management accountancy 
lesson subject which loaded in curriculum, there are: 
1. Management accountancy and industrial environment  
2. Cost concept and cost classification  
3. Full cost accountancy information (benefit and concept) 
4. Differential cost information (benefit and concept) 
5. Responsibility accountancy information (benefit and concept) 
 
Course Description : 
Management accounting courses aim to provide understanding and skills to students to use internal 
accounting information in decision making.  
Learning objectives of management accounting is that students can understand : 
1. Student know what is meant by management accounting; 
2. Students understand the similarities and differences management accounting with financial 
accounting. 
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Definition of management accounting, by Supriyono (1999) reveals in his book Management Accounting : 
“Management accounting field of accounting is one of the main objective to present the reports of a business 
unit or organization for internal party interests in order to carry out the management process that includes 
planning, decision making, organizing and directing and controlling.” 
 
Meanwhile, according to Mulyadi (2001), management accounting can be viewed from two angles, namaely as 
one of the types of information and as one type of accounting. As one of the types of information, 
management accounting is a type of quantitive information to use money as a unit of measure, which is used 
to assist management in the implementation of enterprise management. While one type of accounting; 
management accounting is a financial information processing system used tp produce financial information 
for the benefit of the organization’s internal users. 
For more know the  far of the success in learning method implementation, in implementation level will 
compare the final score of final semester test and final test between treatment and conventional. These are the 
result of different test for both class. 
Test results of treatment with a class different classes of conventional  
One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test
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Paired Samples Test
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Different test results by using the compare means be described as follows: 
T count value obtained for t0 to 1,533 or later with a rejection notice stating the creteria, 
H0 will be rejected if t0> tα / 2, n-1 or t0> - tα / 2,n-1 level of significance (α) of 0.05% , then tα / 2, n-
1 obtained from the t distribution table t0.025, 14 = 2.145. then 1.533 <2.145 or in other words, t count is less 
than t table, it can accept Ho or H1 is rejected, meaning that the students aregetting about the UTS of 
the internal and external have identical results.  
 

Hypotesis   
Ho : the average of treatment class and control class has ability of identical  hard skill 
H1 : the average of treatment class and control class has ability of un-identical hard skill 
Based on the different test results that lead to the conlcusion that the value of students with exam question 
from internal faculty with external lacturer have identical results mean that the grand teaching program 
students to solve problems. This explains the ability of the test result in treatment class students develop the 
ability hardskill has contributed a lot, and the program will be effective if implemented. As for the 
conventional classroom innovations sholud be done to improve the ability hardskill in its class. 
D. Soft skill Ability 
The skill which develop is skill to solve the problems and case which given (problem solving skill) 
also to explain solving problem including to give opinion in discussion (communication skill). 
The soft skill that we develop in this case just only to kind of it, there are: problem solving and 
communication skill, although the attribute of it self so many. But in our opinion this is the most 
relevant soft skill for accountancy graduate. The measurement of communication skill is doing when 
the student as a presenter in their class to presentation their paper then make some discussion or 
questioner. In that moment we (as researcher) observe then scoring with rubric measurement tool. 
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For know how far the success of implementation learning method, in the end of implementation will 
compare the ability of soft skill and comparing between treatment and conventional class. These are 
result of different test according to the observation.  
The following will expplain the test to test the softskill of students which is testing use the forum group 
discussin. In class discussions and research to see how far these soft skill honed in the classroom. Softskill is 
honed capabilities include the ability to communicate and the ability to solve a problem. The test facility used 
to run the tool of a matter in which that question should be solved in groups. Researchers tested two times, 
namely before and after midtest implemented. 
The hypothesis proposed to test the ability of skill are as follows: 
Ho    :   Soft skill abilities of students before (pretest) and after (posttest) through the     
               same identical treatment 
H1 :   Soft skill abilities of students before (pretest) and after (posttest) treatment is not identical with the  
               same. 
 
One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test
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Paired Samples Test
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explanation: 
Obtained from the output value or t0 t count of 3.199. 
By considering the rejection criteria, such as this, 
reject Ho if t0> tα / 2, n-1 or t0> - tα / 2, n-1 
So: for the significance level (α) of 0.05%, then tα / 2, n-1 obtainedfrom 
the t distribution table t0.025, 19 = 2.093, 
the 3.199> 2.093, or in other words t count bigger than t table, it canreject Ho or H1 is accepted, 
-the soft skill means the ability of FDG-student penilaia before(pretest) and after 
(posttest) through identical treatment is not the same.             
Based on the result of hypothesis testing can be concluded that the grand teaching program can make a major 
contibution the grand teaching program can make a major contribution in the soft skill students hone skills, 
particularly communication skills and ability to solve problems. And then of cource this grand teaching 
program can be run for other mat classes.  
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